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Instruction manual for the Sport-Thieme small pitch goal 

 

Thank you very much for choosing a Sport-Thieme product. We want to make sure 
that you can enjoy this product, so here is some important advice for your safety as 

well as for the use and maintenance of the equipment. 
Please read these instructions fully before you assemble and use the equipment: 

 

 
Ill. 1: Sport-Thieme small pitch goal 

 
 

Included 
 

Pos.       Description 
1 2 x side section 
2 Cross iron 
3 Telescopic bar (consisting of 2 sliding bars) 
4 2 x post 
5 Crossbar 
6 Fixings (bolts, nuts, washers) 

 
1. General 

The Sport-Thieme ‘Spezial’ handball goal is a free-standing goal made from 
wood. Despite its foldable net brackets, the goal is very sturdy and stable. The 
posts and the crossbar are bolted onto a galvanised metal frame. The goal is 
foldable thanks to a telescopic bar that connects the net brackets.
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2. Assembly instructions  

 

- First, fix the two side sections � to the two posts � using the coach bolts M10 
x 120, the washers Ø=10.5 and the cap nuts M10. 

- Then, fix the crossbar � to the cross iron � using the same fixings as in 2.1. 
- The connection of the two side sections � and the cross iron � is established 

through the flange. For this, you need two coach bolts M10 x 30, two washers 
Ø=10.5 and two nuts M10 for each side. 

- Now, fix the telescopic bar � to the top of the two side sections �. The bolts 
face downwards. 

 
See ill. 2 for a better understanding! 

 

 
 

Ill. 2: Sport-Thieme ‘Spezial’ handball goal assembly drawing 
 

Ensure you place an additional washer between the side section � and the 
thinner telescopic bar. 
When folding out the brackets, pull until you hear the bolt in the telescopic bar 
lock into place. 
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Push the bolt to release and slide the telescopic bars together until they 
almost touch the crossbar. 

 
Caution: Do not overload or climb the equipment! 

 
Maintenance and care instructions 

 
Instructions:  Carry out a visual check at regular intervals. Due to our 

continuous quality control of the products, technical changes 
may occur which may lead to slight deviations in the instructions. 
Check at regular intervals that the screw connections are tight. 
Check the equipment for possible damage and replace worn-out 
parts. 
Always secure the goal against tipping over and use the goal 
only for handball, indoor football and indoor hockey as it is 
designed for these sports. 

 
 
 

We are happy to answer any questions you may 
have. 

 
Your Sport-Thieme Team 


